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The article discusses the transformative effect of the frustration theme in auteur cinema through the 
example of the film Sonbahar in which the viewer is not a consumer but part of the creative process, and the 
harmony between form and content allows for critical, transformative and permanent meanings to emerge. 
In this study, Sonbahar is analysed on the axis of the form of presentation of the frustration theme. It 
focuses on the thesis that the film, owing to its aesthetic structure, contains negation, which complements 
the form and questioning that will produce permanent meanings, thus revealing the hope inherent in 
frustration. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
Art cannot change the world, but it can contribute to changing the consciousness and 
drives of the men and women who could change the world. (Marcuse, 1997: 35). 
 
Departing from the dream-cinema relationship, it is necessary to take into consideration the 
historical and ideological context of cinema in order to develop an idea about Turkish cinema. 
Resulting both from the universal aspect of art and the conditions brought about by the 
functioning of the global system, this point of view is the prerequisite for perceiving cinema as an 
art form and being able to realistically look at the cinema of a country. On this axis, grasping -
within the broad context mentioned- the relationship between the presentation of dreams via 
frustration and the transformative power of cinema is necessary for the manifestation of the 
ideology to which this form of presentation can render service. 
 
First of all, it should be stated that the auteur cinema, which can be seen as a field where the 
transforming effect of ‘frustration’ in cinema could emerge, intersects with art cinema; and that it 
is positioned differently from the (sovereign) commercial cinema. These two fields coming closer 
to one another and their boundaries sometimes becoming indistinctive nowadays will not be 
discussed here because the prominent features of the two existing cinemas are sufficient to 
make an assessment on an ideological platform. Also, indicating the main points of distinction is 
necessary since this distinction will determine the form of dream presentation and the platform on 
which we will be discussing the characteristics of this form. Here, it must be underlined that this 
necessity ensues from the ideological decisiveness of the form—content relationship; and the  
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basis leading us to this distinction finds its source in the concept of culture industry. The  
assertions made by Theodor Adorno concerning the functioning of the culture industry and the 
distinction between the products of culture industry and art still have a guiding function. 
 
According to Adorno, in the culture industry, people do not achieve their desires but are led to the 
illusion that they are somewhat satisfied (Adorno, 2007: 75)1. In the culture industry, individuals 
exist as consumers and, by being classified as consumers, they are placed under the mass 
production category. Clichés and formulas taking the place of artworks become dominant. 
According to Adorno, apprehending the products of the culture industry requires skill and strong 
observation ability. However, in order to grasp the rapidly passing events, this apprehension must 
be fast enough to prevent intellectual activity (Adorno, 2007: 51-74). Today, it is enough to look at 
the Hollywood films to see all these characteristics listed. 
 
Since we will discuss the importance of a cinema field in which the viewer is not a consumer but 
a part of the creative process and in which the cognitive activity is not blocked (Nalbantoğlu, 
2007: 4)2, Turkish cinema will be examined as auteur cinema, in light of these characteristics. In 
order to lay the foundation for developing an opinion on the axis of auteur cinema, it is necessary 
to describe the field of art cinema and to understand the overlapping areas between these two 
fields. David Bordwell states that, as a distinct mode of film practice, the art cinema possesses 
implicit viewing methods which are cognisable indirectly and points to a historically identifiable 
field (1979: 56). The production of permanent meaning in art cinema reveals itself as a 
fundamental distinction (Tarkovsky, 2007: 162)3. The form is the most important component in 
the creation of meaning, because the film form is the container of the content. (Bazin, 1995: 4)4 
As Herbert Marcuse pointed out, ‘In the work of art, form becomes content, and vice versa’ 
(1997: 41). The harmony between content and form is the fundamental requirement for a film to 
possess transformative power. 
 
AUTEUR CINEMA, IDEOLOGY and FORM 
 
When we look at the cinema as an art from the historical point of view, we see that the concept of 
art cinema becomes evident in the process. ‘The term cinéma d’art was first coined by the French 
in 1908 to give cinema […] a legitimacy that would attract the middle classes to the cinema. This 
earliest form of art cinema was filmed theatre […] accompanied by musical scores of renowned 
composers’ (Hayward, 1999: 9). Later, the art cinema developed within national cinemas,  
 
                                               
1
 ’The principle dictates that he should be shown all his needs as capable of fulfilment, but that those needs should 
be so predetermined that he feels himself to be the eternal consumer, the object of the culture industry.’ (Adorno, 
2007: 75). 
2
 Nalbantoğlu refers to the dependency relationship created by the ‘monotonous ideas and image patterns imported 
from the West’ today in the field of dance as well. He emphasises that dance, functioning as an industry and trade, is 
a serious danger for the field of art (2007: 4). Also, in the field of cinema, the dependency relationship established 
between the Hollywood cinema, which moves through clichés and formulas, and the audience is posing a great 
danger for the field of art cinema. 
3
 An important auteur filmmaker, Tarkovsky, finds the most significant distinction between art cinema and commercial 
cinema in the fact that while the former evokes emotions and thoughts, the latter eliminates any existing crumbs of 
thought and emotions (2007: 162). 
4
 Likewise, Bazin also emphasises this relationship with respect to the film. Moreover, ‘one way of understanding 
better what a film is trying to say is to know how it is saying it’ (1995: 54). 
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nourished by the tradition of European history of thought, art and literature (Bergfelder 2005: 
192). The emergence of the auteur concept had a major impact on the significant revelation of  
the field of art cinema. With the discussions on the politique des auteurs that began around the 
Cahiers du Cinéma magazine in the 1950s, directors came to the fore as auteurs. Here, we 
encounter the concept of creative director who is in control of the whole process. A director of  
auteur cinema produces a discernible style through staging and, at the same time, puts his own 
signature not only under the script but also the process of film production. This concept evolved 
in time. The scope of the theory expanded through structuralism, post-structuralism, ideological 
developments under the influence of Althusser, films coming to the forefront as texts, the 
production process and the possibility of evaluating the social, political and historical contexts. 
According to some critics, this expansion indicates the extinction of the auteur concept; but there 
is no actual extinction (Hayward, 1999: 9-20). In spite of having different manners, the language 
of cinema generated in this field has prominently common characteristics and these can be 
consolidated under an ideological attitude. These prominent characteristics and the historical 
process reveal the interlocking of the art cinema and the auteur cinema. 
 
The main problem of the art cinema is to establish a relationship with reality. Criticism and 
creation of permanent meaning are tied to this relationship on the axis of form. While assessing 
the cinema industry within the culture industry, Adorno says that its main purpose is to make 
money and that representing the reality is not the aim. When the quest for reality is missing, the 
consumers themselves, who exist through calculated needs, become the ideology of this industry 
(2007: 68-96). Yet, the quest for reality has been the most important area of discussion in the 
history of cinema. The discussions in the historical process will not be addressed in this article. 
Suffice it to say that, from the point of view that the world created is a fictional and subjective one, 
different methods are chosen in order to reflect the reality and every director realises their quest 
for reality by way of their choice of form. In the context of the quest for reality, the important thing 
is to grasp the common characteristics of the form which creates what is critical, transformative 
and permanent. The most frequently encountered characteristics of this cinema are its contrast 
with the classical narrative, (Bordwell, 1979: 57)5 the mixing of the narrative codes, the open 
endings, the corruption of the cause-effect relationship, (Bordwell, 1979: 57)6 the contingent 
behaviour of the characters, the lack of a hero and the uncertainty in the construction of time and 
space (Hayward, 1999: 10). These characteristics create distance and give the viewer a reflective 
space. They do not allow ‘the illusion to prevail that the outside world is the straightforward 
continuation of that presented on the screen’ (Adorno, 2007: 55). Thus, they allow the criticism to 
emerge. This criticism in the art cinema finds its source in the autonomy of art. The aesthetic 
form according to Marcuse, who is the main reference in this study, separates the art from ‘the 
given’ but this separation is due neither to the illusion nor to the false consciousness created by 
art. What is produced here is counter-consciousness. ‘By virtue of its aesthetic form, art is largely 
autonomous vis-à-vis the given social relations. In its autonomy art both protest these relations, 
and at the same time transcends them’ (Marcuse, 1997: 9-19). What provides permanence in the 
art cinema is the metamorphosis of experience. Our basic experiences of the world depend on  
 
                                               
5
 In the classical narrative style, the logic of causality and narrative parallelism in particular constitutes a narrative in 
which the actions are reflected through psychologically defined and oriented characters. Narrative time and space 
are created in order to show the chain of causality. The importance of the components of the film stems from the 
functions of narrative development (Bordwell, 1979: 57). 
6
 The cause-effect ‘linkages become looser, more tenuous in the art film’ (Bordwell, 1979: 57). 
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the transient, concrete, present-tense interactions with the world. Our ability to recall the 
permanent meanings and to produce abstract concepts is possible by producing experiences that 
are beyond the transient level of concrete interaction (Grodal, 2000: 34). 
 
Michelangelo Antonioni’s film The Passenger (Professione: reporter) can be given as an example 
of the way these experiences are produced in cinema. Seçil Büker states that, by making the  
identity change central to his movie, Antonioni does not intend to create comedy or adventure 
but, by transcending these, he wants to find out whether people would arrive at reality. The film 
form becomes important at the daily experience phase of the work. Antonioni concludes that it is 
impossible to achieve the absolute knowledge by departing from the act of identity change 
(Büker, 1985: 102). Torben Grodal asserts that art should be the expression of high level 
meanings as well as skill and innovation and gives Ulysses’ Gaze (Theo Angelopoulos, 1995) as 
an example: what is important here is to show (as appropriate) the deeper visions concerning 
society and human spirit. Experiencing the meaning depends on our ability to mentally transcend 
from the embodied state of the meaning to the abstract, disembodied level of it (Grodal, 2000: 
35-38). Ambiguity is important in the production of meaning. ‘The most profound and rich 
connotation or “meaning” is the one that is seated on the most ambiguous basic meaning’ 
(Lefebvre, 1996: 127 quoted by Adanır, 2003: 59). This ambiguity is among the characteristics of 
the auteur cinema. This is the point where the film form becomes visible. Beyond being the 
components of the story told, the elements of the film—places, objects, colours, sounds and the 
way these are presented—become the feelings and thoughts themselves. Thus, the meanings 
created give the viewer the opportunity to think, question and interpret.7 
 
PRESENTATION of FRUSTRATION in SONBAHAR 
 
Having examined the form of auteur cinema on the axis of ideology, reality and permanency, we 
can talk about the importance of presenting the dream within this form through frustration and the 
transforming effect of frustration. As Marcuse indicates, positivity/negativity corresponds to 
different meanings in art. The dimension of affirmation and negation of art in its own language 
cannot be coordinated with the process of social production (1997: 28). Chosen among the post-
1990 auteur cinema films by taking into account the aesthetic characteristics of the auteur cinema, 
the film Sonbahar (Özcan Alper, 2008) enables us to illustrate through frustration the negation-
affirmation relationship mentioned by Marcuse regarding a work of art. 
 
Sonbahar (Autumn) is a film which exposes the effects of political developments on the society. 
From the content point of view, films containing political criticism are encountered both in the 
post-1990 auteur cinema field8 and in the earlier periods. What gives prominence to Sonbahar is  
                                               
7
 ‘As a true work of art it always allows one to relate personally with the world of the film, interpreting it differently 
every time’ (Tarkovsky, 2007: 150).  
8
 The mention of a new period in the 1990s begins with the individual, low budget production films made by ‘auteur’ 
filmmakers who have their own language. This field, which made itself noticed with the stylistic distinction of the film 
Tabutta Rövaşata, surfaced with films like Masumiyet, Kasaba, Mayıs Sıkıntısı, Güneşe Yolculuk (Suner, 2005: 37). 
The new generation of directors within the field of auteur cinema has taken important steps towards creating a 
cinema language and gained international recognition in this field. The international support, lower costs, cinema 
education becoming widespread, the Ministry of Culture subsidies and the European cultural policies play as 
important a role as the individual efforts in the development of this field. The point to note is that films with the 
characteristics of this cinema field were produced in earlier periods. The argument is true that the traces of this ‘new’ 
cinema can be found in the films Amansız Yol (1985) and Gece Yolculuğu (1987) by Ömer Kavur and in Her Şeye 
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basically the frustration theme as much as the film’s success at becoming a work of art which 
produces critical and permanent meanings by carrying the frustration to an aesthetical dimension. 
 
The film tells the story of a young man, imprisoned when he was a university student, who is set 
free ten years later due to his terminal disease and goes to stay with his mother in a mountain 
village in the Eastern Black Sea region, where he was born and raised, to spend the last months 
of his life. Yusuf had dreamt of a socialist order, fought for the sake of it and spent his youth in 
prison for this reason. When he finally comes out of prison, he is about to die because the 
unhealthy conditions in prison have made him sick, and nothing he had dreamt of has been 
realised. When viewed through the reality of daily life, both the story we encounter in the film and 
the film concluding with death conveys negativity (sadness, hopelessness, despair) throughout. 
But the film succeeds in transporting the story to another dimension of meaning through its form 
of character presentation within its narrative structure and language. Developed through the 
relationship between past and future, dream and frustration, clinging and losing grip, hope and 
hopelessness, faith and meaninglessness, the characters now transcend the everyday negativity. 
This state of transcendence is achieved through the form of the film and it reaches criticism. 
 
According to Marcuse, the universal in a particular social status gains continuity in art and it is 
indicative of the transforming power of art as ‘a reminder of the past life’. The characters in 
Dostoyevsky’s Humiliated and Insulted and Victor Hugo’s Les Misérables become universal 
through suffering the inhumanity of all times (Marcuse, 1997: 29). Likewise, Yusuf and Eka in 
Sonbahar are two ‘helpless’ people standing at the pier, facing life, symbolised by the giant 
waves of Black Sea. The frustrations of Yusuf and Eka, which can be unified in the context of 
socialist dreams—when viewed from different points of view—correspond to the suffering and 
frustration of all humanity. The helplessness of Eka, who returns from buying her daughter a toy, 
reaches the universal as the helplessness of humanity. While a short period of the character’s life 
is displayed, her whole life with her hopes, expectations and frustrations is presented to the 
viewer through her encounter with Yusuf. Beyond creating identification or a mere emotional 
impact, the presentation of Eka’s character in the film without separating it from the context of 
historical and social relationships—including love—enables the interpretation of that character’s 
story to become permanent. 
 
The point to remember here is that for art to say something about the society (something social) 
is dependent on its protection of its autonomy and keeping alive its questioning potential 
(Dellaloğlu, 2003: 29). In regard to this questioning, Marcuse gives examples from the history of 
world literature. He talks about the intensification and augmentation of the experience. ‘The 
aesthetic transformation turns into indictment—but also into a celebration of that which resists 
injustice and terror, and of that which can still be saved’ (Marcuse, 1997: 43). In Sonbahar, 
confronting the viewer with Eka’s and Yusuf’s characters—who are on the verge of despair, 
entrapment—by way of displaying the whys and hows of their stories evokes not only injustice 
but also what can be changed. In this sense, negativity contains hope in proportion to its 
indication of transformability. Marcuse exemplifies this particularly in the political dimension: ‘The  
 
 
                                                                                                                                                                       
Rağmen (1987) by Orhan Oğuz (Suner, 2005: 42). Likewise, Teyzem (Halit Refiğ, 1986), Gizli Yüz (Ömer Kavur, 
1990), Otobüs (Tunç Okan, 1976), 40 Metrekare Almanya (Tevfik Başer, 1986) can also be added to this list. This 
process can also be traced back to the Yeşilçam period (Sevmek Zamanı, Metin Erksan, 1965). 
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return of the repressed, achieved and preserved in the work of art, may intensify this rebellion’ 
(1997: 56). Therefore, in a work of art, even the bloodiest events in history can be felt as a 
stronger rebellion. The flashbacks in Sonbahar bring the viewer face to face with an important 
cross section of the recent history. The viewers do not witness or watch the bloody events. They 
encounter video images detached from the rest of the film. These are what Yusuf remembers of 
his experiences, because it is important that the viewer remembers these events through Yusuf. 
Forgetting may alleviate life, but it is necessary to remember in order to overcome the pain. 
Recollection should replace repression; it should be done in an aesthetic dimension and be  
compatible with the form. ‘In the aesthetic form [...] the terror is called up, called by its name, and 
made to testify, to denounce itself’ (Marcuse, 1997: 56-62). Placing emphasis on this denial, 
Gadamer says that, by its shocking effect, art can remove the individual from everyday reality 
and create the possibility for them to reach the reality of the social being (Nalbantoğlu, 2000: 71). 
In the film, the viewers recall and face their recent history through what Yusuf remembers. While 
Yusuf’s contemplation of his village from outside, the life which is taking its course there and his 
past create the sense of aimlessness and insignificance, the contrast created by the video 
images inside the film makes one ask the questions: ‘What is the world Yusuf is fighting for? 
What is this village? Which one is the reality?’ There is an alternation between the village, the 
villagers, the prison, police officers, soldiers, the quiet beauty of the nature, fights, struggles, and 
people dealing with their simple problems, blood, screams and violence. There is no choice in the 
matter; it is impossible to be peaceful in the village despite all its ‘beauty’. While Yusuf’s 
dilemmas are made clear via elements of comparison, the human suffering also becomes 
tangible and the beautiful uplands and majestic mountains of Black Sea, Turkey turn into symbols 
which are reminiscent of the real world, which create the ‘possibility to reach reality’. 
 
Marcuse bases the utopia of art in recollection. Apart from the video images, another example in 
Sonbahar of the chain of recollection, which carries the work to the field of questioning, is the one 
about Yusuf’s childhood and youth. There is the innocence of a little child, the stirrings of thought 
which leads him to take the road of struggle and the dreams of a young mind in the photos 
hanging on the walls of Yusuf’s room. The film brings us face to face with a torpid, pensive and 
‘defeated’ character in front of his suspended dreams. As Yusuf recalls his past and dreams, we 
get involved in this recollection. His mental and emotional journey becomes closer and better 
understood. 
 
At the end of the film we are confronted with the death of the frustrated character. But, in 
actuality, what brings us here is the process. Although the film intensifies the power of the 
negation via the idea of death, it is already beyond the point of being evaluated with a happy or 
sad ending. ‘If art were to promise that at the end good would triumph over evil, such a promise 
would be refuted by the historical truth. In reality it is evil which triumphs, and there are only 
islands of good where one can find refuge for a brief time. Authentic works of art are aware of 
this; they reject the promise made too easily; they refuse the unburdened happy end’ (Marcuse, 
1997: 44). This is precisely the realm of freedom where Sonbahar transports us to. Marcuse’s 
expression ‘unburdened happy end’ defines an end processed through relations with reality and 
actually refers to the whole of the film. For this reason, the ending in Sonbahar is where the 
narrative takes us. Within the entirety of the work, it exists as a component of the story which 
pushes the viewer to think about the process and is, in fact, inevitable. Even if the conflict is 
resolved, the process preserves the remembrance of things past because there is such a limit as 
‘impossibility of undoing the past’. Even if the character reaches a point that looks like a happy  
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ending, the construction of the story as a whole must contradict this solution (Marcuse, 1997: 45). 
In Sonbahar, the return of Eka to her country cannot be presented as a solution. Through Yusuf’s 
life which we witness within the duration of the film, a country, a political formation and concepts 
of love, value, hope and ethics are opened up for discussion. In regard to the transformative 
power of a film, it is important that even the situations in that film which seem to be the solution 
contribute to the questioning within the framework of the relationships with reality. The return of 
Eka in Sonbahar turns into a factor that renders service to the development of thought over the 
process. 
 
The word frustration also evokes weakness and being offended. In Sonbahar, Yusuf looks more 
impotent, weaker and more fragile because of his illness. However, here, as well as in the films of 
Tarkovsky, there is a character who appears to be weak but who, in actuality, is strong due to his 
beliefs, choices and his stance in life (2007: 163). He has taken on responsibility with the desire to 
change the existing system. He has sacrificed his life. The scene where he finds out that the 
woman he loves is married to someone else, the talks about the life outside while Yusuf is in 
prison, even though they are everyday ordinary experiences and usual stories, enable the viewers 
to face the sacrificed life of Yusuf. In the scene where we first hear the conversation of Yusuf and 
his friend in the darkness of the beach and then see them turn to two shadows watching the sun 
set, the gap created with Yusuf’s silence and the completion of the scene with this gap following 
the words ‘This is our share of life, we’ll live it again if we must’, uttered by Yusuf’s friend, render 
this confrontation striking as well as they give room for the viewer to think. Does Yusuf feel any 
regret? The film does not say so. In his dialogue with the villagers, even though all that he went 
through seems—in the eyes of the villagers—meaningless, it is made obvious that there was no 
other possible choice. Supported by the use of natural environments, the sense of limitation in the 
village seems to lead this sensitive character to pursue his ideals regardless of what happens (his 
emotional relationship with Eka underlines his sensitivity—he feels close to a prostitute who is 
ousted as ‘the other’). At the point where he is face to face with death, what he feels is not regret 
but frustration, which also contains the human-specific conflicts. 
 
Is Yusuf trying to hold on to life by repairing the bagpipe he found in the attic, giving lessons to 
the little child, buying him a bicycle and lastly looking for Eka in the hotel room? On one hand, the 
character awaits death, and on the other, as seen clearly in the scene where he arrives at his 
village on a bus, he experiences an unfamiliar bewilderment. In the film, bewilderment and 
frustration of life are mixed together. Yusuf stands aloof from the life of the villagers. He remains 
indifferent to the discussions on whether the government made payment for the tea plants or the 
conversations on tourism, although his imprisonment was related to these matters. He does not 
want to think any more, perhaps because he has no strength left or because he wants to get 
away from what is happening in the world. He prefers to watch a caterpillar and while the camera 
follows the slow passage of that caterpillar, the viewers enter into that character’s time. Through 
the alienating element used here, Yusuf’s confused inner world and uncertain feelings are offered 
to the viewer to leave in them a permanent trace and to be questioned; thus, the participation of 
the viewer in the mental process is enabled. 
 
The sense of confusion and disorientation that we encounter in Sonbahar is, as Angelopoulos also 
expressed, always obtained through melancholy (Schulz, 2006: 142). In fact, this connection is 
related to the transforming effect of frustration. The state of sadness and dependency is the 
expression of rebellion. ‘While art bears witness to the necessity of liberation, it also testifies to its  
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limits. What has been done cannot be undone; what has passed cannot be recaptured. History is 
guilt but not redemption’ (Marcuse, 1997: 59). We cannot escape the feeling of guilt when we 
watch a film that reminds us of a pain humanity suffered in any period in history. A common past is 
in question. Deep down, the point reached by the two characters of Sonbahar—Yusuf and Eka—
as the point reached by humanity creates a feeling of guilt associated with this. On the other hand, 
in Sonbahar, this guilt is also communicated to the viewer via responsibility. The film offers the 
viewers the opportunity to question themselves, departing from the question of whether the ‘naive’ 
inhabitants of the village could also be responsible for these prisons and experiences with their 
ignorance and silence. 
 
According to Adorno, art cannot be affirmative. This is because the world is in disorder. Adorno 
mentions the composer of Wozzeck, Alban Berg. Adorno finds the truth of Berg’s music in his 
refusal of affirmation. ‘The basic sadness of his music shows that he is not “reconciled”; his 
“resignation” is that of a person who makes utopian demands on life and sees them eternally 
unsatisfied, but does not give them up’ (Adorno, 1970: 346 referred to by Geuss, 2003: 291). 
Likewise, in Sonbahar, there is the resignation of a man who never gave up his ideals. He has 
not realised his ideal and now he does not know where he stands. In fact, in the scene where the 
television is used as an alienating element, the dialogues of Uncle Vanya heard in the 
background and Yusuf’s coughing point precisely at this direction. When the line ‘We shall 
patiently bear the trials fate imposes on us; we’ll work for others, now and in our old age’ is 
heard, the sound of Yusuf’s cough—the sound of the deadly disease which is the deadly price he 
is paying for having risked his life for others—suppresses the sound of the television. 
 
To an extent, the power of the contrast in returning from great dreams and struggles to the quiet 
mountain life, to his mother’s house lies in the defeat. But this negativity is not understood as fate 
because the negativity of a work of art carries the individual beyond submission to what they face 
in life. Angelopoulos wants his films to be a faithful image of our times. This goes beyond the 
optimism or pessimism of the story (Tarkovsky, 2007: 182). Likewise, Sonbahar gives an image 
of time. The time of different countries, the world and humanity are narrated through Yusuf and 
Eka. The good and evil exist as the qualities of that time. 
 
In his analysis of Goethe’s poem Über allen Gipfeln Adorno says that he witnesses the opposite 
of what seems unbroken and harmonious. He sees ‘nothing but the accord between such 
suffering and such love’, and says that ‘only because the tone of the poem sympathizes with this 
sorrow, can it insist that there ought to be peace’ (Marcuse, 1997: 54). This is the essence of the 
matter on which we focused since the beginning. Imagination becomes the bearer of frustration 
(Tarkovsky, 2007: 170)9, but it is realised through the harmony of form and content. In Nostalgia, 
Tarkovsky succeeds in the portrayal of someone ‘in a state of nostalgia provoked [...] by a global 
yearning for the wholeness of existence’ (Tarkovsky, 2007: 182). Sadness and longing are 
reflected in the whole of the film. The film’s ability to produce permanent meanings is associated 
with this. Likewise, in Sonbahar, the form allows for the visualisation of frustration. The frustration 
and sadness of the characters are engraved into the film form and integrated with the film’s  
 
                                               
9
 Tarkovsky describes the hope that art contains in a similar manner. ‘I want to underline my own belief that art must 
carry man’s craving for the ideal, must be an expression of his reaching out towards it; that art must give man hope 
and faith. And the more hopeless the world in the artist’s version, the more clearly perhaps must we see the ideal 
that stands in opposition to it—otherwise life would become impossible!’ (Tarkovsky, 2007: 170).  
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imagery. As an important element that creates imagery, the locations are not places but are a 
way to express emotions: the lost dreams of Yusuf, the helplessness of Eka, the destruction of 
the mother’s dreams for her son are the giant waves, the grey sea and sky, the rain which makes 
the streets invisible and the foggy and snowy mountains. The rain drops on the windows of cars 
and rooms are the never-falling teardrops of Yusuf and Eka or the traces of the rain falling inside 
them. The sky and mountains framed by the window may be what is left of dreams. The locations 
are the limits, dreams, defeat and struggle at the same time. However, the limitation of all these 
words must be taken into account while using them because the idea of an image becomes real 
when not expressed in words (Tarkovsky, 2007: 91). Moreover, what expresses the mood of the 
film in Sonbahar is the strength of this form.10 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
In his article ‘Türkiye’de Bir Dans Sosyolojisi İçin Peşrev’ (Prelude to the Sociology of Dance in 
Turkey), while addressing the importance of dance as an art form, Nalbantoğlu mentions the 
‘transformative power’ of the real art which constantly reminds us of humanity (2007: 16). By its 
presentation through frustration also in the field of auteur cinema, the dream becomes an 
important element of criticism of life and of the transformative effect. Within the scope of the film 
Sonbahar that is discussed in this study, frustration contains negation, which is a complement of 
the form, that creates permanent meanings in the relationship that cinema establishes with reality 
and questioning. Thus, the hope inherent in the film can be revealed at the level of the aesthetic. 
For a film of this quality, what becomes crucial is not the fact that it belongs to the Turkish cinema 
or to another country’s cinema, but the status it obtained through its universal, critical and 
transformative qualities. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                               
10
 On the axis of the characters’ existential quest, establishing a similarity between Angelopoulos, Bergman, 
Tarkovsky, and Özcan Alper would not be wrong. When he mentions weak people, Tarkovsky means those who find 
their strength ‘in their spiritual conviction and who take upon themselves a responsibility for others’ (Tarkovsky, 2007: 
184). Also, in the films of Angelopoulos, there are frustrated people who are trying to find a reason for their 
existence. In Bergman’s films, too, we encounter characters who are questioning God, love and themselves, who are 
still engaged in an existential quest (O’Grady, 2006: 83-84). Likewise, in Sonbahar, we witness the existential quest 
of a character who believed, who took on responsibility, who is frustrated, weak but ‘strong’. 
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